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MISSION STATEMENTS
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At Yardi Systems our mission is to provide our customers with superior products 

and outstanding customer service. Our goal is the satisfaction and goodwill of 

our customers. To achieve this goal we will create an environment that challenges, 

empowers, encourages and nurtures our employees so that they can work to their 

highest potential and best serve our customers. We will conduct all of our affairs in 

accordance with the highest ethical standards. Our business practices, decisions and 

policies will be based on a shared system of values and beliefs. We will be guided by 

these principles in our interactions with each other, with our customers and within our 

community.

Yardi

At Point2 we create technologies that help those in the real estate industry enjoy 

success, regardless of their technological expertise. We have built our business by 

listening to and understanding our customers’ businesses and their needs. Our team’s 

visionary innovation allows us to embrace every opportunity to exceed our customers’ 

expectations. Our mission is to succeed because our clients succeed.

Point2
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Our LOGO is the face of our   

company,  therefore it is our   

dearest possession. 

A Our logo is our visual identifier to the 

world.  The logo should be present in all 

communications. Also, when referencing 

our company within text ‘Point2’ should 

always be written without spacing  

between the ‘t’ & ‘2’.

B To stage the logo properly, maintain 

a minimum clearance equal to the  

cap height of ‘Point’ (not the number  

‘2’ height), X, around the logo and  

other elements.

C It is essential to ensure our logo is 

placed to establish a clear relationship with 

the product or service being marketed and 

always legible. To maintain legibility the 

minimal sizing for the logo is no less than 

1 inch / 25 millimeters.
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Preserving the look of our LOGO will 

preserve the look and feel of our 

company to people.

A When using the logo by itself we 

should always strive to have it in ‘Point2 

Blue’ (reference color & pattern, page  

10-11). In the case that the document 

being printed will be black and white,  

the logo should be solid black.

B  These are great samples showing 

our logo with a background. For our 

company to be shown in the best 

light and to maintain consistency, it is 

important to stay away from any usage 

of the logo that would make it hard to 

read or hard to affiliate with our brand.  

Examples include displaying it over a 

photo making it illegible, distorting or 

stretching the logo and displaying the 

logo in non-brand colors or patterns.

C Readablity and recognition are 

what we aim for at all times. These are 

examples of how our logo should not be 

displayed. Streching or distorting our  

logo makes it look unprofessional and  

illegible. Using off brand colors for our 

logo may convey that we are a different 

company all together, for example, a 

Point2 hot-pink logo looks like it could be 

for a cosmetic company. Finally, avoid 

displaying our logo over photos or  

backgrounds that may make it hard  

to read.
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COLOR & PATTERN can convey  

a feeling in an instant.

A  A distinctive and reduced color  

palette defines the Point2 brand. Navy  

is the primary brand color and should  

always be used. Secondary/accent  

colors consist of light blue  

and chartreuse.

B Point2 product specific colors will  

help our customers quickly identify our 

products. These colors are only as a  

replacement for chartreuse when  

advertising for one of our products: 

• IDX - Sea Foam

• Data Distribution/Syndication - Rose

• Show Home - Gold

C The stripe pattern has been  

integrated into Point2 branding as a texture 

to enhance our brand. Adding a texture 

can add visual depth and stimulate  

natural curiosity in consumers.  The  

pattern should be executed only in  

secondary brand colors light blue and 

light gray with an opacity of 25%.
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Point2 Blue

C 97 M 71 Y 32 K 16
R 16    G 77    B 116
Pantone 7693

Light Blue

C 64 M 6 Y 4 K 0
R 65    G 186    B 227
Pantone 298 C
Pantone 2985 U

Chartreuse

C 8 M 0 Y 96 K 0
R 242    G 234    B 27
Pantone 3955

IDX Sea Foam

C 66 M 0 Y 48 K 0
R 76    G 190    B 160
Pantone 339

Data Rose

C 0 M 82 Y 53 K 0
R 240    G 86    B 98
Pantone 198

Show Home Gold

C 0 M 24 Y 100 K 0
R 255    G 196    B 12
Pantone 1235 C
Pantone 122 U

Point2 Stripes
C 64 M 6 Y 4 K 0
R 65    G 186    B 227
Pantone 298 C
Pantone 2985 U


